“I want that every person should be guaranteed the minimum
physical necessities- of life;
“I want that every person should have the opportunity to fully
develop their psychic potentiality;
“And that every person should march towards perfection.

P.R.Sarkar
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“In and through this movement everyone should be made conscious
of the purpose and meaning of life.”
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* With the downfall of communism in Europe and the increasingly uncertain future
of capitalism, the whole world is wondering- surely there must be a better way!
* PROUT is the practical political and economic application of a philosophy
known as Neo-humanism. PROUT and Neo-humanism together open a new
chapter in human history.
* PROUT takes a holistic view of human beings and an ecological view of planet
earth. It is not easy to summarise PROUT in a few words. Some have described it
as socialism with a human face. Professor Ravi Batra, internationally acclaimed
author of “The Great Depression of 1990” describes it as “mass capitalism”, that is
a free enterprise system in which wealth is equitably distributed. This pamphlet
offers a brief introduction to some aspects of PROUT.
* PROUT was first propounded by the eminent Indian philosopher, P.R. Sarkar in
the 1960’s. Sarkar has written widely in economics, philosophy, spirituality,
linguistics and physics. His works have been acclaimed by academics from both the
East and the West. Commenting on Sarkar’s sociological writings, Prof. Galtung
of the University of Hawaii ranks Sarkar alongside “the big macro-theoreticians
such as Marx, Toynbee, Khaldun, Sorokin and of course, Sarkar is one of them.”
* But !&rkar is not just a theoretician. He has founded several international service
and welfare organisations including; AMURT and AMURTEL - disaster relief
organisations that have provided on the spot aid following earthquakes, hurricanes
and floods in numerous countries; ANANDA MARGA - teaches yoga and meditation
techniques in all countries of the world (including USSR and China); ERAWS
(Education, Relief and Welfare Services)- has established schools, hostels, medical
clinics and collected food and clothes for the destitute in most countries.

NEOIWMANISM
+ From its uncertain origins in prehistory to present day internationalism, the
human race has struggled to establish a just, equitable and pleasing social system.
We have struggled to put collective welfare before selfish interest, democratic
process before tyranny, rationality before ,dogma, and the sofmess of the human
heart before the law of the jungle. In this struggle, the human race has made a little
progress. At best we have embraced humanism a social philosophy which accords
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leads to social problems and pollution. Sarkar envisages “garden cities” where
agriculture, industry, housing and wildlife reserves are harmoniously integrated.
b) 20 to 40% of people employed in agricultural industries. Import /
export of raw materials and agricultural produce is undesirable because their prices
are unstable. Trade in manufactured products offers the best economic security.
c) Only 20 to 30% of people should depend on non-agricultural
manufacturing, ie minerals and energy, computers. The destablising flight of
people from country to city is the result of unbalanced economy.
d) No more than 10% of persons engaged in trade and commerce.
e) No more than 10% of persons employed in public service or service
industries such as education, hospitals, clerical administration etc.
5) Develop local resources before importing from other units. This policy
encourages full employment and maximum security in times of difficulty disaster.
l PROUT organises production in three tiers or economic sectors;
1) Key industry; whose products provide essential resources for economic
activity (eg minerals and energy, large scale transport and communications) are
managed as public utilities. Board of directors is elected democratically by the
region concerned. These industries work on a “no profit, no loss” basis and workers
should participate in management.
2) Cooperatives; constitute the largest sector of a PROUT economy. They
include most manufacturing industries and agriculture. Cooperatives are owned and
managed by their workers with scope for private investment but not control.
3) Private enterprise; includes remaining small scale manufacturing,
retailing, service industries. This is the free enterprise private sector where prices
are determined by supply and demand.

OVERNMENT

* Banking must be taken out of the private sector. The central bank is a key
indusjry while trading and commercial banks operate as cooperatives.
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*There are two issues here; the structures created to govern and the calibre of
persons who fill those structures. The latter issue is by far the most important.
* Rout is not a utopian philosophy. It does not claim to offer the perfect society
nor does it make assumptions about the ‘perfect’ class or leader. There must be
checks and balances on individual power but at the same time there must be
concerted effort to improve the calibre of persons who exercise power.
* PROUT believes that today’s global crises are largely the making of egotistical
leaders who think only for their selfish interest. At a time when weapons permit
the destruction of the world, we allow politicians with the moral discipline and
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l Social progress ultimately depends on the collective accumulation of “inner” or
“spiritual wisdom” for wisdom never generates its own reaction. Despite this, the
struggle for physical and intellectual ‘progress’ is essential for human welfare
because it is on the foundation of these that spiritual progress is achieved.
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